
If you are using Cinemagraphs as your 
hero image only use the dots motion 
with no movement over the image.
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START PRESENTATION





Jon Olsson, Swedish 
YouTuber, 1,2 million 
followers



Agenda/ Recap slide - Replace text with 
relevant Titles. Replace icon images by 
clicking nto it, and selecting the ‘Replace 
Image’ icon that appears on the control 
bar. Make sure the images are sent to 
the back of all other objects. Darken the 
images appropriately via the Brightness 
to 60%; and then delete the overlay on 
top of them. Do not delete any icons or 
change colour scheme of text/buttons. 

Guidelines

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7AF0-t3GGZA&t=29


Therese Lindgren,
Swedish YouTuber 
and entrepreneur, 
675k followers



Agenda/ Recap slide - Replace text with 
relevant Titles. Replace icon images by 
clicking nto it, and selecting the ‘Replace 
Image’ icon that appears on the control 
bar. Make sure the images are sent to 
the back of all other objects. Darken the 
images appropriately via the Brightness 
to 60%; and then delete the overlay on 
top of them. Do not delete any icons or 
change colour scheme of text/buttons. 

Guidelines

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WFknCgyJOI4
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WFknCgyJOI4


Agenda/ Recap slide - Replace text with 
relevant Titles. Replace icon images by 
clicking nto it, and selecting the ‘Replace 
Image’ icon that appears on the control 
bar. Make sure the images are sent to 
the back of all other objects. Darken the 
images appropriately via the Brightness 
to 60%; and then delete the overlay on 
top of them. Do not delete any icons or 
change colour scheme of text/buttons. 

Guidelines

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kJQP7kiw5Fk&t=149




http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D9LrEXF3USs&t=47


30 min Game of 
Thrones related 
content watched 
on YouTube for 
every hour 
watched on TV



3 YouTube Live 
Streams from 
Coachella 2018 with 
41 million viewers





35.000 Swedish 
YouTube films on 
“Pike fishing”





New car buyers 
watch 14 YouTube 
videos in average



April the Giraffe - 
15 million views 
on YouTube





88% of all Finns use YouTube monthly

53% of Finns 15-24yrs use YouTube daily

41% of Finns 25-34yrs use YouTube daily



TNS Atlas 1H 2017, reach re-calculated from claimed frequency buckets, n=4,844 (16-65 years)

Weekly reach by Income

Weekly reach by Age Weekly reach by Gender

Weekly reach by Education

16-24 25-34 35-44 45-54 55-65 Male 16-65 Female 
16-65

77%

63%
56% 55%

66% 65%
52%

38%

62%
55%

Just about  
everyone 
uses  
YouTube

YouTube reach is  
consistently high  
across all groups,  
near universal  
amongst under 25s.

Lower 
income

Mid income Higher 
income

56% 56% 60%

Shorter 
education

Medium 
education

Longer education



More than 60% of 
YouTube View- 
time is on Mobile



START PRESENTATIONYouTube - Ad Formats and Measurement

Front cover slide - Replace image by 
clicking onto it, and selecting the 
‘Replace Image’ icon that appears on 
the control bar. Replace text with 
relevant info.







Agenda/ Recap slide - Replace text with 
relevant Titles. Replace icon images by 
clicking nto it, and selecting the ‘Replace 
Image’ icon that appears on the control 
bar. Make sure the images are sent to 
the back of all other objects. Darken the 
images appropriately via the Brightness 
to 60%; and then delete the overlay on 
top of them. Do not delete any icons or 
change colour scheme of text/buttons. 

Guidelines

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TiVdLMjHPzo




Lead In

Build

Climax + Big Reveal

Offer

Branding

Start High

Subtle Brand Cues

Unexpected Shift

Multiple Peaks

More Story for 
Those That 

Want It







Agenda/ Recap slide - Replace text with 
relevant Titles. Replace icon images by 
clicking onto it, and selecting the 
‘Replace Image’ icon that appears on 
the control bar. Make sure the images 
are sent to the back of all other objects. 
Darken the images appropriately via the 
Brightness to 60%; and then delete the 
overlay on top of them. Do not delete 
any icons or change colour scheme of 
text/buttons. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=blZhutDWBgM


Agenda/ Recap slide - Replace text with 
relevant Titles. Replace icon images by 
clicking onto it, and selecting the 
‘Replace Image’ icon that appears on 
the control bar. Make sure the images 
are sent to the back of all other objects. 
Darken the images appropriately via the 
Brightness to 60%; and then delete the 
overlay on top of them. Do not delete 
any icons or change colour scheme of 
text/buttons. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lgr4ptAYYAs


Agenda/ Recap slide - Replace text with 
relevant Titles. Replace icon images by 
clicking onto it, and selecting the 
‘Replace Image’ icon that appears on 
the control bar. Make sure the images 
are sent to the back of all other objects. 
Darken the images appropriately via the 
Brightness to 60%; and then delete the 
overlay on top of them. Do not delete 
any icons or change colour scheme of 
text/buttons. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cF92NB4Pkl4


:20 +:06 - :20:06





View-through rate results:
Mobile: 35% (+6%)
Desktop: 33% 
Mobile/Desktop: 106%

Creative Canvas: Pacing and Framing

View-through rate results:
Mobile: 29%
Desktop: 31%
Mobile/Desktop: 94% 

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1f_dCWZTGQTwRXPaJdM-heNJYRhGvdW0-/preview
https://docs.google.com/file/d/11R4yNXAaQfg1kL15vZxk1J_6KbGVBeGZ/preview


View-through rate results:
Mobile: 27%
Desktop: 26%
Mobile/Desktop: 104% 

View-through rate results:
Mobile: 29%
Desktop: 28%
Mobile/Desktop: 104% 

Creative Canvas: Orientation



Original at 0:05 Original at 0:07 Original at 0:22

Edit at 0:05 Edit at 0:07 Edit at 0:22 

Aggressive edits ~15% gains





Where do we go from here?



Clean interstitial slide for section titles 
Guidelines


